DESCRIPTION

Small collection of correspondence, event programs, newspaper clippings, and magazine articles about Edgar Perry and his work with the White Mountain Apache Culture Center, mostly between 1970 and 1985. There are also a few printed examples of Perry's art on letterhead and stationary.

1 box, .25 linear ft.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Founding Director, White Mountain Apache Culture Center and member of the Arizona Historical Society Board of Directors.

ACQUISITION

Donated by Edgar Perry.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society - Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

Kim Frontz processed this collection in March 2010.
Box 1

f.1 Biographical sketches
f.2 Correspondence and notes to/from Perry
f.3 Event programs
f.4 Fort Apache Centennial meeting minutes, 1970
f.5 Misc. stationary and printed artwork
f.6 Newspaper clippings
f.7 Articles